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1 RATIONALE OF THE PROJECT 

STRIP will require the development of two pipelines: 

1. A data analysis pipeline, that will take the timelines measured by the polarimeters as input and 
will output sky maps; 

2. A simulation pipeline, used to estimate the performance of the instrument as well as the impact of 
systematic effects; this pipeline will be multipurpose, and it will be able to output either timelines 
or simulated maps of the sky. 

The philosophy behind this WP is to develop, test and use a simulation pipeline for the STRIP instrument. 
Clearly we plan to design and develop a preliminary version of the data analysis pipeline in parallel with the 
work on the simulation pipeline. This is fundamental for starting the exploitation and usage of the simulation 
results in order to reach the goal of this WP. A fully consistent and working data analysis pipeline is out of the 
scope of the present project, and will be part of the overall LSPE data analysis effort.  At the same time the 
experience that we will acquire in the analysis of simulated data, both in terms of algorithm and procedures as 
well as actual implemented codes, will serve as a skeleton onto which build the complete data analysis process.  
There are several purposes served by this pipeline: 

1. Fix the details of the scanning strategy and the acquisition mode of the instrument while taking 
data during the nominal mission period; 

2. Forecast the accuracy in the determination of the calibration constants, polarization angles, 
linearity, and other instrument parameters; 

3. Forecast the quality of the data to be acquired with the real instrument, and estimate the precision 
of the cosmological parameters to be extracted from LSPE data; 

4. Estimate the impact of systematic effects of known origin (non-idealities in the beam response, 
1/f noise, atmospheric contamination, etc.) on the scientific outcomes of the experiment; 

5. Testing algorithms and solutions to be implemented in the data analysis pipeline. 

We will develop the simulation pipeline using the same conventions used by the SWIPE team (e.g., definition 
of the polarization angle, data model and data formats used by whole pipeline). In general, close coordination 
between the STRIP and SWIPE data analysis teams will be crucial. 

2 RESULTS EXPECTED AFTER SIX MONTHS FROM THE KO-MEETING 

In order to meet the four objectives listed in the specification of this WP, we have planned work on the 
following topics in the 6 months following the Kick-Off: 

1. Instrument model development; 

2. Simulations development. 

3 RESULTS OBTAINED AFTER SIX MONTH FROM THE KO-MEETING 

We have chosen Python as the language to use for the development of the STRIP pipeline. The name 
of the pipeline is «Stripeline», and we have already completed the following tasks: 

1. We have created a GitHub repository: https://github.com/ziotom78/stripeline; 
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2. We have implemented a Continuous Integration system, based on Travis CI, that runs a number 

of self-consistency checks on the code every time a change is committed in the repository: 
https://travis-ci.org/ziotom78/stripeline; 

3. We have started writing a user’s manual, which explains the structure of the pipeline, provides 
installation instructions, and documents the functions that are available to the user: 
http://stripeline.readthedocs.io/en/latest/. 

4. We have written a set of codes to produce simulated noise of several types: uniform, white noise, 
1/f, 1/f2, 1/fa (see https://github.com/ziotom78/stripeline/blob/master/stripeline/noisegen.py); 

5. We have created a number of functions to simulate the scanning strategy of the instrument (see 
https://github.com/ziotom78/stripeline/blob/master/stripeline/scanning.py); 

6. We have ran a number of simulations to help us determine the best scanning strategy for STRIP 
[point to configured document]. 

7. We have started defining the structure of the instrument model, regarding the optical 
characteristics of the horns on the focal plane and of the scanning strategy; see 
https://github.com/lspestrip/stripeline/tree/master/instrument. 

Regarding the algorithms and methods to use, we have accomplished the following results: 
1. One of us (M. Tomasi) has done a quite extensive set of tests to check which are the compression 

techniques that minimize the wall clock time needed to read large timelines from disk (see 
«Polycomp: efficient and configurable compression of astronomical timelines», Astronomy and 
Computing, 10.1016/j.ascom.2016.04.004); 

2. We have started implementing the simulation pipeline in the language Python 3, using Fortran to 
speed up critical code paths, with excellent results: we measured the speed of the code, and we 
found that it is always of the same order of magnitude as traditional Fortran/C++ codes (see the 
implementation of «Stripeline», at the URL https://github.com/ziotom78/stripeline). 
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